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Internet of Things (IoT) systems cannot successfully realize the notion of ubiquitous con-
nectivity of everything if they are not capable to truly include ‘multimedia things’.
However, the current research and development activities in the field do not mandate
the features of multimedia objects, thus leaving a gap to benefit from multimedia content
based services and applications. In this paper, we analyze this issue by contemplating the
concept of IoT and drawing an inspiration towards the perspective vision of ‘Internet of
Multimedia Things’ (IoMT). Therein, we introduce IoMT as a novel paradigm in which
smart heterogeneous multimedia things can interact and cooperate with one another
and with other things connected to the Internet to facilitate multimedia based services
and applications that are globally available to the users. Some applications and use-cases
for IoMT are presented to reflect the possibilities enabled by this new paradigm. An
IoMT architecture is then presented which is segregated into four distinct stages; (i) mul-
timedia sensing, (ii) reporting and addressability, (iii) multimedia-aware cloud, and (iv)
multi-agent systems. Instead of proposing specific technical solutions for each individual
stage of the presented architecture, we survey the already existing technologies, providing
a synthesis for the realization of the vision of IoMT. Subsequently, various requirements
and challenges as well as the feasibility of existing solutions for each stage of proposed
IoMT architecture are comprehensively discussed.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The ever-increasing services and applications offered by
the Internet have explosively widen the span of the global
inter-network. Currently, over 9 billion network devices
are connected to the Internet facilitating more than 2.5 bil-
lion people around the globe for communication (emails,
social networks, chatrooms, blogs, forums, etc.), Leisure
and Entertainment (games, books, music, videos, shopping,
etc.), sharing knowledge (education, geographical informa-
tion, encyclopedias, etc.), among others services. The
recent advancements in designing low-cost small scaled
devices, enabled by technologies such as Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS), have harbingered a monu-
mental surge in the number of Internet-enabled devices
[1–3]. An explosive growth in the number of devices is
forecasted over the next decade. Therefore, in addition to
traditional machines, e.g. desktop computers, laptops,
mobile phones, etc., the physical objects or things around
us will be getting the capability to communicate with each
other [4,5].

Smart things equipped with the capability to observe
and/or interact with physical environment and the ability
to communicate with other things, are extending the
Internet towards the so called ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT)
[2,3]. IoT has the potential to significantly influence our
lives and the way we interact with the devices such as
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Fig. 1. Global Internet traffic usage and forecast [11].
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sensors, actuators, mobile phones, home automation
devices, and smart grid devices [1]. It has promoted con-
cepts of flexible designs, visions and enormous applica-
tions, some of them are depicted in [6–9]. For individual
users, IoT brings useful applications in home automation,
security, automated devices monitoring and management
of daily tasks. For professionals, automated applications
provide useful contextual information frequently to help
on their works and decision making. For Industrialists,
Internet enabled sensors and actuators operations can be
rapid, efficient and more economic. Managers who need
to keep eye on many things can automate tasks by con-
necting digital and physical objects together.

Existing surveys on IoT define it in terms of the things’
sensing and actuating capabilities, networking, and web
technologies, and market potentials; these also, contem-
plate the hurdles towards standardization and assess its
wider implications for society [1–3,5]. However, these
research studies do not consider the requirements/chal-
lenges posed by multimedia devices or the transportation
of multimedia traffic over the network along with other
scalar data. Inherent characteristics of multimedia infor-
mation impose a number of restrictions on the design of
IoT, in addition to the challenges imposed by other hetero-
geneous devices which are part of the IoT. To meet given
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, the network charac-
teristics defined in terms of end-to-end delay, jitter and
error rate, among others, are required to be regulated to
ensure acceptable delivery of the multimedia content.

There have been enormous growths in multimedia traf-
fic on the global inter-network, due to the huge interest in
development and usage of multimedia based applications
and services. Real-time multimedia applications, services,
and solutions such as video conferencing, remote
video-on demand, telepresence, real-time content delivery,
and online-gaming, have contributed to the exponential
growth of the Internet multimedia traffic. The existing bal-
ance between non-multimedia data traffic and
multimedia-traffic is now shifting away towards an
increase in multimedia content specifically in terms of
video content. Recent studies on trends and forecast of glo-
bal Internet traffic [10] have suggested a definite boost in
multimedia traffic flow in next five years. In this regard,
Cisco carried out an initiative [11] to forecast the trends
of the visual networking applications in the global IP traffic
on the Internet. Fig. 1 depicts one of the key findings of this
report, in which it is clearly shown that the multimedia
(video) traffic will significantly dominate the IP traffic on
the Internet. This phenomenon is expected to quickly char-
acterize the word of Internet of Things applications as well.

Multimedia content, e.g. audio, video, etc., acquired
from the physical environment possess distinct character-
istics as compared to the scalar data acquired by typical IoT
devices. On the contrary, the multimedia devices require
higher processing and memory resources to process the
acquired multimedia information. Moreover, the multime-
dia transmission is more bandwidth hungry as compared
to the conventional scalar data traffic in IoT. Introducing
multimedia objects fosters a wide array of applications in
both commercial and military domains. Some examples
are: real-time multimedia based security/monitory
Please cite this article in press as: S.A. Alvi et al., Internet of multime
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systems in smart homes, remote patients monitored with
multimedia based telemedicine services in smart hospitals,
intelligent multimedia surveillance systems deployed in
smart cities, transportation management optimized using
smart video cameras, remote multimedia based monitor-
ing of an ecological system, etc. However, augmenting
IoT systems with multimedia devices and content is not
straightforward and requires the introduction of additional
functionalities and the revision of existing ones, bringing
to a specialized subset of IoT, which we refer to with
‘Internet of Multimedia Things’ (IoMT).

The physical environment information acquired by the
traditional wireless sensor devices in IoT may include
statistics about light, temperature, pressure, etc., and the
things reporting their conditions/states such as the water
level in a water-dispenser, battery status or fault reporting
for predictive maintenance. The nature of this sensed data
is periodic and requires less memory and computational
resources. Thus, these applications demand simple pro-
cessing capability and lower data rates at the sensing
device. On the contrary, the multimedia data in IoMT is
bulky in nature and specifically for real-time communica-
tion higher processing and memory resources are required.
Therefore, the multimedia acquisition and communication
by current IoT devices is not realizable.

In IoMT, the delivery of multimedia data should be
within the bound of QoS constraints (i.e. delay, jitter)
which obligate higher bandwidth and efficient communi-
cation mechanisms. The routing protocol RPL in current
IoT communication stack is flexible and adaptive to oper-
ate in energy efficient way as per the application require-
ments. Yet the current MAC and PHY layer (e.g. ZigBee)
proposed for IoT only supports a theoretical data rate of
250 kbps, which is far less than a typical multimedia
based application’s requirement. These protocols are
adopted for IoT communication stack due to their energy
efficient operation. Recently, low-power IEEE 802.11
devices supporting much higher data rates are being
designed, for example Qualcomm’s QCA-4002 and
QCA-4004-Qualcomm [12], MICROCHIP’s RN171 [13].

In an IoT based system intelligence and action trigger-
ing capability is embedded in the devices with the help
of sensors and actuators, respectively. Similarly, a cloud
enables the capability to develop, maintain, and run, differ-
ent services by providing scalable computing and storage
dia things: Vision and challenges, Ad Hoc Netw. (2015), http://
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resources. Thereby, the users are allowed to monitor and
control the devices from anywhere and any time.
However, the cloud services provided by various cloud ser-
vers, such as ThingSpeak [14], xively [15], ioBridge [16],
Carriots [17], Axeda [18], among others, is limited to a sim-
ple device management system and sensor data logging.
Existing cloud servers deployed for the IoT support
scaler data processing which is mostly periodic in nature.
On the other hand, the multimedia data is continuous
in nature and mandates high processing capability.
Additionally, the multimedia data requires high bandwidth
and storage capacity, specifically the multimedia data pro-
cessing is highly complex and challenging when support-
ing real-time video streaming.

Multimedia communication over wireless networks
have been addressed in many prior studies, but with a lim-
ited scope that is device specific [19], application specific
[20], content specific [21], among others. However, none
of these studies focus on the system architecture of IoMT
which involves heterogeneity of multimedia devices,
communication bandwidth issues, complex multimedia
processing, cloud services, and other issues [22–24].
Thus, there is a need to develop a whole new architec-
ture for IoMT paradigm that focuses on these issues
collectively.

The goal of this paper is to articulate the perspective
vision of IoMT inspired by the concepts of IoT. In addition,
the characteristics of the IoMT are thoroughly analyzed
and compared with the existing relevant systems.
Thereby, distinct requirements and challenges posed by
the IoMT paradigm are identified which make it a special
subset of IoT. Moreover, some applications and use-cases
are presented to reflect the possibilities enabled by the
IoMT. Instead of discussing a particular implementation
of an IoMT system, we present a potential IoMT architec-
ture which segregates the operation of an IoMT system
into four distinct stages; (i) multimedia sensing, (ii) report-
ing and addressability, (iii) multimedia-aware cloud, and
(iv) multi-agent systems. Moreover, a survey of already
existing technologies is done which provides a synthe-
sis and guidance for the realization of IoMT based sys-
tems, by considering various requirements and
challenges as well as the feasibility of existing solutions
for IoMT.

The main contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

� To the best of our knowledge this is the first paper to
present the concept and vision of the IoMT, whose
potentialities are discussed with the help of specific
use-cases.
� The distinct architectural design and characteristics of

IoMT as compared to the existing multimedia systems
are comprehensively discussed.
� The technical specifications and requirements posed by

the IoMT systems are identified and discussed.
� The communication protocols designed for IoT are dis-

cussed and their feasibility for IoMT is analyzed.
� The potential multimedia processing technologies are

presented that can facilitate efficient multimedia com-
munication, specifically via wireless multimedia device.
Please cite this article in press as: S.A. Alvi et al., Internet of multime
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� The solutions to the processing/computational issues
are provided by introducing the notion of
multimedia-aware cloud combined with multi-agent
systems in IoMT architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the perspective vision of IoMT along
with the proposed IoMT architecture. In Section 3, we pre-
sent multiple use-cases to drive the definition of important
requirements and necessary changes when considering the
IoMT paradigm. Section 4 focuses on multimedia sensing
and the required coding of the multimedia data. In
Section 5, IoT communication stack is revisited and its
infeasibility to realize IoMT vision is investigated along
with highlighting the new requirements and challenges
considering multimedia data stream communication.
Section 6 focuses on multimedia-aware cloud, its essen-
tials and technical specifications for IoMT. Section 7 dis-
cusses cloud aware multi-agents for service provisioning
and composition to broaden the scope of available multi-
media data utilization. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
survey.

2. IoMT vision

To better define the role and the major features of the
IoMT, we start analyzing the current characteristics of
two systems which are currently used to deploy services
in major IoT multimedia applications: the Wireless
Multimedia Systems, which are used to monitor the envi-
ronment and where the sensing devices can receive feed-
back to control the acquisition process; and the Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN), where the multi-
media devices have no (or limited) capability to receive
feedback.

WMS have been implemented to provide services and
applications in several fields, such as surveillance, trans-
portation, telemedicine. Generally, the design of WMS is
the one depicted in Fig. 2, where the multimedia sources
send the data to Internet through a gateway, where the
multimedia content is processed and stored for either
synchronous or asynchronous access of the users and the
administrators. If we consider a wireless multimedia based
surveillance and monitoring system, the multimedia
devices can be camera nodes, harvesting the multimedia
information from the environment and reporting back to
the control center using the underlying wireless technol-
ogy. Various projects have been carried out such as trans-
portation monitoring and management systems deployed
in the city of Irving [25], at the University of Minnesota
[26] and at the University of North Texas [27]. In some
wireless video surveillance systems, the camera nodes
may be reporting the multimedia content to a control cen-
ter or towards a cloud server via the Internet [28,29]. The
control center gives feedback to alter the camera state
(switch on or off) or change the camera position to change
the view of interest. In these projects, the multimedia
devices are the closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras
with fixed [26,28] or pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) movement capa-
bility [25,27,29], and distinct wireless technologies such as
IEEE 802.11 or IEEE 802.16 are employed.
dia things: Vision and challenges, Ad Hoc Netw. (2015), http://
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Fig. 2. Typical wireless multimedia system architecture.
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Despite the success of traditional wireless multimedia
systems, there are significant limiting factors which
restrict the ubiquitous adaption of these systems. Firstly,
the scope of these systems is strictly limited to the deploy-
ment scenario as per a fixed architecture with restrictive
mobility, pre-defined set of multimedia devices that can
be adopted, and pre-defined set of functionalities.
Secondly, the multimedia devices are generally powered
by main energy source. Thus, there is no restriction on
energy usage so that the deployed solutions are not
energy-efficient. Thirdly, the multimedia devices possess-
ing similar communication stacks are not meant to com-
municate with other network devices performing
different tasks. For example, consider a scenario where
cameras are required to start recording when a particular
signal is received from an object detector sensor. Therein,
first the detector value is sent to control center by the
detector and then the response is generated by the control
center towards the cameras to start recording. An efficient
way to achieve this objective is to enable direct communi-
cation between these two devices which may also enhance
the scope of possible applications. Fourthly, in cloud based
multimedia systems the multimedia content is globally
available to users for streaming or processing. Yet, users
Gateway

Multimedia Sensors

Multimedia Stream

Fig. 3. Typical wireless multimedia
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cannot address the individual multimedia device or trigger
different operation on network multimedia devices, since
these devices were not designed for two-way communica-
tion architecture. As a last point, the cost of multimedia
devices is still very high, restricting there large scale
deployment and widespread usage in everyday life.

Fig. 3 shows the reference architecture for Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs), where the multi-
media sources have usually limited functionalities and
send the content through a WSN (Wireless Sensor
Network). The scope of WMSNs is strictly limited to the
deployment scenario, in which the characteristics of the
network devices are known at the deployment time,
thus the network operation is predictable as well as the
QoS requirements at the individual device or at the
network level are pre-determined. Due to the fixed
architecture of WMSNs [19], the individual multimedia
devices are not addressable nor they are equipped with
any context-awareness or application specific intelligence,
that is why a WMSN behave like a single entity to the sys-
tem. Moreover, the multimedia devices in WMSNs lack
true heterogeneity in terms of their resources and capabil-
ities. Thus, the network operations and QoS obligations are
not adaptive to current network scenarios and application
Center

Server

Control

Storage

Internet

Users

sensor network architecture.
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requirements. The cooperating, communicating and inter-
acting devices are desired to be radically distinct in terms
of their resources, communication capabilities, as well as
the multimedia content acquisition and processing
capabilities.

If we consider the IoT systems that have being recently
designed and deployed, we see that several of the men-
tioned features in WMS and WMSN have to be revised in
order to fully integrate multimedia devices in the IoT
world. Fig. 4 shows a reference architecture in this regards,
as also adopted by the IoT-A European research project
[30]. The services and resources layer is meant to provide
the discovery and search functionalities, so that things
are not restricted to provide data to a single specific verti-
cal deployment but are available to external systems for
the benefit of the connected things ecosystem. Virtual enti-
ties are introduced with the objective of having a virtual
Applications

Device Connectivity and Communication

IoT Services and Resources

Virtual Entity (VE) and Information

Service Execution and Service Orchestration

Functionalities for
- Service composition and orchestration
- Process execution

- VE resolution
- VE History Storage
- VE and IoT service monitoring

- IoT service resolution
- Resource history storage
- IoT Service

Functionalities for

Functionalities for

Fig. 4. Representative IoT architecture.

Table 1
Comparison of existing solutions for WMS, WMSN, IoT and IoMT.

Parameters WMS WMSN

Scope of applications Limited Deployment de
Node operation Predefined Predefined
Node resources & Capabilities Heterogeneous Homogeneous
Energy efficiency Not Considered Available
Scalability Low High
Interoperability Low Moderate
Deployment cost Very high Low cost
Topology Fixed Limited
Bandwidth capacity High Moderate
Node operation Predefined Adaptive
IP connectivity Limited Limited
QoS multimedia Available Limited availab

Please cite this article in press as: S.A. Alvi et al., Internet of multime
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counterpart of the physical objects, which augment the
things with additional functionalities implemented by
the cloud. As an example, annotations are added in the
description of the objects’ functionalities as well as past
generated data is stored and can be retrieved when
needed. Additionally, the object services can be combined
with others coming from the Internet of services at the
fourth layer, so that different applications can be built on
the fly.

As a results of this analysis, Table 1 shows a comparison
of the distinctive characteristics of WMS, WMSN and IoT.
This also lists the features of the envisioned IoMT, which
are expected to be equal to those of IoT systems (apart
from QoS and required bandwidth); however, this does
not mean that these features are directly available when
introducing multimedia content in IoT. Similar to tradi-
tional multimedia networks, the applications based on
IoMT require stringent QoS requirements to provide the
satisfactory user-experience. Some multimedia applica-
tions may be loss-tolerant and yet some other may require
delay-sensitive communication. The multimedia applica-
tions can be categorized into three classes, (i) streaming
of stored multimedia content i.e. audio, video, etc., (ii) live
streaming of multimedia content, and (iii) real-time inter-
active multimedia communication. Nevertheless, today’s
TCP/IP Internet provides ‘Best Effort Service’ irrespective
of the type of the content being communicated and there-
fore the QoS support is provided (as much as possible) by
application-level techniques. Additionally, the bandwidth
capacity of IoT systems is usually low as the things are
expected to either provide scalar measures about the mon-
itored environment or to receive small commands’ packets.
Differently, in IoMT the amount of data generated may
vary from few kbps to several mbps so that the relevant
systems should be adaptive in the offered bandwidth.

Recently, the availability of low-cost low-power multi-
media devices, i.e. Complementary Metal Oxide
Semiconductor (CMOS) cameras, CMOS-MEMS micro-
phones, etc., have gained lots of attraction in wireless mul-
timedia networks. As the saying goes, ‘a picture is worth a
thousand words’, the multimedia data provides very com-
prehensive information which can be adequately standard-
ized in appropriate formats, models, and semantic
description based on the application context to realize it
as an useful information. Consequently, it is expected that
IoT IoMT

pendent Dynamic & Flexible Dynamic & flexible
Adaptive Adaptive
Limited Heterogeneity Heterogeneity
Available Available
High High
High High
Low cost Low cost
Ad hoc & dynamic Ad hoc & dynamic
Low Low
Predefined Adaptive
Uniquely addressable Uniquely addressable

ility Unavailable Available
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IoMT has the potential of enormous number of applica-
tions and it will be an essential part of the IoT.

In conventional multimedia networks, the multimedia
devices only report the acquired multimedia information
from their vicinity. This multimedia content may be
streamed to the user or stored at the cloud for processing
and on-demand retrieval [19,31,32]. Generally, these mul-
timedia devices are designed to be able to communicate to
other multimedia devices possessing similar characteris-
tics (homogenous devices) i.e. similar communication
stacks, similar resources, etc. Conversely, IoMT envision
enabling multimedia devices, such as cameras or micro-
phones, to be globally accessible by a unique IP address
with the same spirit as of computers and other networking
devices connected to the Internet. Moreover, some com-
puting capability is embedded in the multimedia devices
to make them smart enough to perceive the system and
service requirements and to trigger actions on their own.
Thereby, heterogeneous multimedia devices acquiring
multimedia content from the physical environment, i.e.
audio, video, images, etc., can communicate and interact
with each other as well as to other smart ‘things’ con-
nected via global network cloud (Internet). This approach
enables a wide range of applications in the areas of home
and building automation, factory monitoring, smart cities,
transportation, smart grid and energy management [33].

As a result of the progressive reduction in the size and
cost of the multimedia sensor devices, IoMT based net-
works are expected to be deployed at large scales where
the multimedia devices and/or other things are capable
of forming ad hoc links with neighboring things as they
move around in the global network. Enabling autonomous
organization and self-management of these highly
dynamic networks questions the presently available
> Computationally less complex

> Multimedia service composition

encoding techniques 

> Multimedia data mining,

> Content sharing & delivery

> Efficient data acquisition

> Low-power reactive operations

> Energy harvesting procedures to
energize sensors

> Multimedia rendering & retrieval

Sensing
Multimedia

Systems
Multi-Agent

reasoning & analytics

Fig. 5. Proposed IoM
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solutions that were designed and developed for predictable
network patterns. Similarly, the multimedia data from the
various smart things exhibiting heterogeneous functional-
ities and reasonably different resources needs to be given
standardized representation to logically combine and
compose the acquired information into the context-
aware services for end-users. Nevertheless, the realization
and adoption of IoMT or generally the IoT will be reason-
ably incremental, since its concept and development
requires considerable upgradation in both hardware
designs as well as the software solutions.

From the above discussion, we can define the IoMT as
the global network of interconnected multimedia things which
are uniquely identifiable and addressable to acquire sensed
multimedia data or trigger actions as well as possessing capa-
bility to interact and communicate with other multimedia and
not multimedia devices and services, with or without direct
human intervention.

The incorporation of radically heterogeneous multime-
dia devices forming a highly dynamic and large network
and allowing non-multimedia devices as well, necessitate
to reinvestigate the currently employed architectural
designs and communication procedures. The operation of
an IoMT based service can be described with the help of
a four-stage IoMT architecture. Wherein, each distinct
stage includes a definite set of processes executed at each
step of a service formulation. The proposed IoMT architec-
ture, illustrating various aspects, constraints and chal-
lenges at each of these stages to realize multimedia
communication in IoMT, is shown in Fig. 5. The functional-
ities of each of these individual stages are extensively dis-
cussed in the following sections of this paper. Firstly, the
multimedia data acquisition and encoding methodologies
are discussed. Specifically, the operation of multimedia
> Object naming services

> Multimedia data processing

- Green communication

- QoS based channel access

> NET - 6LoWPAN, QoS based RPL

> TRANS - QoS end-to-end comm.
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sensing devices and their characteristics are analyzed.
Secondly, after the data acquisition process is completed,
the next step is to report the multimedia content to the
cloud by incorporating efficient communication and
addressing techniques. Subsequently, the multimedia con-
tent is stored, processed and disseminated as per end-user
demand at the cloud. Lastly, the computational and
post-processing tasks may be carried out at the cloud
according to the application/service requirements articu-
lated by multi-agent systems.

3. Multimedia sensing in IoMT

The IoMT is an extension to the IoT, where one of the
prime objectives is to enable video streaming as part of
the realization of IoT. In IoMT, resource constrained
low-cost low-power heterogeneous multimedia devices
can interact with each other and globally accessible by
unique IP addresses with the same spirit as of the comput-
ers and other networking devices connected via the
Internet. The challenges posed by IoMT are similar to IoT
such as dealing with large amounts of information, queries,
and computation as well as some distinct requirements. In
IoMT based wireless multimedia networks, the multimedia
devices are supposed to be small sized objects equipped
with a limited amount of power resources, which they
have to utilize efficiently to increase network life time.
Therefore, energy efficient methods are needed to be
devised for network administrative procedures. Similarly,
multimedia devices should be embedded with application
and context aware intelligence, so that the multimedia
content from the physical environment is only acquired
when needed, thus minimizing redundant information
acquisition.

Unlike the scalar data acquisition by the sensor nodes,
the multimedia data acquisition from the physical environ-
ment is bulky in nature. Tiny multimedia devices have lim-
ited memory resources, thus the acquired multimedia data
needs to be quickly processed and transmitted in the air to
vacant the space in the memory for the incoming data, as
most of the multimedia sources are continuous in nature.
In traditional WMS and WMSN, the sensors are con-
strained devices in terms of their energy, processing and
computational resources. These sensor devices are sup-
posed to report the acquired data to the actors, which are
intelligent and resource rich devices possessing high
energy, processing and communicating capabilities [34].

The actors generate reactive procedures in response to
the event information received from the sensor nodes.
The actor nodes are much lower in number as compared
to the sensor nodes; thereby a large number of sensor
nodes are dependent on a single actor node even for low
level instructions such as pan-tilt-zoom setting for camera.
Therefore, in case of dynamic network environment an
actor nodes’ failure results in collapse of whole network
communication and operation, due to the disintegration
of the network into many sub-WSNs [35]. For this reason,
in IoMT architecture it is desirable that the multimedia
nodes are equipped with some intelligence, thus the local
responses can be generated at the sensor node level.
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Unlike WMS/WMSN actor nodes, the multimedia sensor
nodes in IoMT are deficient in terms of energy, processing
and memory resources, so the event driven responsive pro-
cedures should be computationally less complex.

The acquired huge amount of multimedia data under-
goes various pre-transmission processing procedures at
the multimedia device i.e. transformation, quantization,
estimation, entropy coding, etc., so that it can be com-
pressed to reduce bandwidth requirements while trans-
mission. These processes are computationally complex
and consume significant amount of energy. However,
various promising solutions proposed for efficient multi-
media communication like compressive sensing [36], dis-
tributed video coding [37], etc., can be utilized to
facilitate multimedia acquisition and processing at the
multimedia device in IoMT. Compressing video to enable
a certain level of quality over a low capacity channel (offer-
ing low data rate), increases encoder complexity and energy
consumption. On one side, energy constrained IoMT devices
exhibit limited bandwidth capacity, but enabling a good
video quality requires high compression that is infeasi-
ble due to high energy consumption. Thus, there is a trade-
off between the achievable compression and the
energy utilization for a specific level of user experience
restriction.

Mostly, the wireless multimedia devices are expected to
be battery powered. Since, the multimedia acquisition and
its processing are very power consuming procedures. Thus,
it is deemed to make multimedia sensor networks capable
of harvesting as much energy as they can from the environ-
ment. Consequently, in IoMT paradigm self-powered mul-
timedia sensor devices are reckoned to harvest energy
from different energy sources in the network vicinity. For
this reason, in [38] integrating multiple energy sources
such as the solar cells, piezoelectric, thermoelectric and
radio waves recharging devices, for energy harvesting from
photovoltaic, vibration, thermal, and radio frequencies, is
promoted. The potential harvested energy from these
sources along with their respective efficiencies are
presented in Table 2. To prolong network lifetime, in addi-
tion to batteries the multimedia devices should be
equipped with multiple energy sources i.e. solar cells, ther-
moelectric harvesters, etc. This will result in a substantial
increase in usability of IoMT in harsh environments where
battery replacement is not practical.

One of the primary aspects of the multimedia data
acquisition is to encode the sensed raw multimedia infor-
mation. However, contemporary video coding frameworks
have been driven by a broadcast scenario in which the
video is to be compressed only once and decoded each
time it is played back, mandating complex encoder and
simple decoders. Conversely, IoMT applications are more
akin to ‘uplink’ video transmission and pose a new set of
stringent requirements on video codecs as given below:

� Low-complexity encoding: Motion vector calculation in
predictive encoding is a computationally intensive task.
IoMT based multimedia devices have limited energy
and processing capability, so the complexity should be
shifted to the cloud.
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Table 2
Typical energy harvesting technique.

Source Source of energy Source power Harvested
power (uW/cm2)

Efficiency
(%)

Issues

RF-GSM 900 MHz RF harvester in urban
environment

0.3–0.03 uW/cm2 0.1 �50 Coupling and rectification
RF-GSM 1800 MHz 0.1–0.01 uW/cm2

Thermal Human body heat
dissipation in air

20 mW/cm2 25 �0.1 to 3 Small thermal gradients; efficient
heat sinking

Vibration Human walking with
harvester on the floor

0.5 + 1 m/
s@1 + 50 Hz

4 �25 to 50 Variability of vibrational frequency

Photovoltaic-Indoor Harvester inside a
building environment

0.1 mW/cm2 10 �10 to 24 Conform to small surface area;

Photovoltaic-Outdoor Harvester open air in a
sunny day at noon

100 mW/cm2 wide input voltage range
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� Resilience to transmission errors: Traditional video enco-
ders are highly susceptible to transmission errors,
which tend to spread over several frames due to their
predictive nature. Thus in order to achieve good recon-
struction quality, error resilience is imperative.
� High data rate with low-power: ZigBee has been adopted

for IoT due to its energy efficient operation. However,
even for transmitting a low resolution CIF video, which
is 352� 288 pixels per frame at 12 frames per second,
the required bit rate well exceeds the 70 kbps [39]
offered by ZigBee. MAC protocols such as IEEE 802.11,
EV-DO, LTE do offer high data rates for video transmis-
sion but not in a power efficient manner.
� Delay bound for multimedia streaming: Multipath fading

corrupts a number of adjacent bits due to recurring
deep fades. At transmitter, interleaving is applied so
that errors are spread apart while doing
de-interleaving at the receiver. However, interleaving
distances at the transmitter and reconstruction algo-
rithms at the receiver limits real-time delay bound.

Considering these set of requirements, the video coding
techniques are categorized into three broad classes (i) con-
ventional video coding, (ii) distributed video coding, and
(iii) compressive sensing.

3.1. Conventional video coding

Current video compression/encoding standards such as
H.26x and VPx are primary choice for broadcast scenarios.
Compression in these standards is achieved by exploiting
both the spatial and temporal redundancies inherent in
video frames at the encoder. The H.264/AVC is a
well-known video encoding standard developed in 2003.
H.264 mainly relies on a hybrid of block based transform
to exploit spatial redundancy and inter-frame motion com-
pensated predictive coding. However, the H.265 standard
designed in 2013 for higher resolution video coding and
achieves better rate-distortion performance as compared
to H.264 [40]. It is also based on block based transform
coding. Major improvements include an increase in maxi-
mum block size from 16� 16 to 64� 64, quad-tree parti-
tioning with adaptive block sub splitting and adaptive
prediction units and transform units partitioning.
Intra-frame coding efficiency is improved by allowing up
to 35 intra prediction directions.
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Another popular encoding standard VP9 is developed by
Google for the video streaming applications. VP9 shares a
number of features with H.264. Major improvements
include the increase of largest block size to 64� 64 with
adaptive sub-splitting and enhanced motion vector calcu-
lation. The intra prediction in VP9 still proceeds in 10
directions. Performance comparisons of these three video
compression schemes are referenced therein [41–43].
Authors in [41] presented the comparative analysis of
these encoding techniques, using x264 [44] reference soft-
ware for H.264, HM [45] for H.265 and VP9 [46] encoder by
Google. Results show that H.265 provides average bit-rate
savings of 43.3% and 39.3% over VP9 and H.264, respec-
tively. It was also reported that VP9 encoder produces an
average bit-rate overhead of 8.4% at the same objective
quality over the x264 encoder. Meanwhile the average
encoding times for VP9 are greater than x264 encoding
times by a factor of over 100 and around 7.35 times lower
than HM.

DAALA is another video encoder which uses different
encoding techniques as compared to aforementioned enco-
ders. In DAALA, instead of block-based Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), lapped transforms are used while pre
and post filtering instead of deblock filtering. Other
distinctive features include frequency domain intra
prediction and time/frequency resolution among others.
Experimental results in [43] depicts that the rate distortion
performance of DAALA encoder is significantly inferior to
those of HM, VP9 and JM reference software for H.264. A
feature wise comparison for these three encoder is sum-
marized in Table 3.

3.2. Distributed video coding

Distributed video coding (DVC) is primarily designed for
an uplink scenario and thus offers the converse complexity
distribution. It is based on two information theoretic theo-
rems: Slepian–Wolf [47] and Wyner–Ziv [48]. A
well-known result from Shannon’s work states that the
lossless rate for two correlated encoders X and Y is lower
bounded by their joint entropy H(X,Y). Slepian and Wolf
established that this rate is still achievable with an
arbitrarily small error if the two sources are encoded
separately as long as they are jointly decoded and the
correlation information is known both at the encoder and
the decoder. Wyner and Ziv [48] extended this result for
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Table 3
Multimedia compression techniques.

Parameters H.264/AVC H.265/HAVC VP9 Daala

Compression Ratio 50:1 100:1 60:1 30:1
Complexity High Very high Medium Medium
Transform DCT DCT 8 � 8 and 4 � 4 DCT 32 � 32 to 4 � 4

+ DST Luma intra 4 � 4
Lapped transform

Intra prediction Up to 9 35 10 Frequency domain predictors
Color Spaces YUV 4:2:0 � 4:4:4, 8–14 bits YUV, RGB, YCbCr, 8–12 bits YUV 4:2:0, 8 bits YUV 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:2:0 sub-samplings,

8-bit, 10 bit
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lossy coding. It is shown that for two correlated Gaussian
sources X and Y, and for a mean square error distortion cri-
terion, there is no loss in conditional rate even when the
side information Y is available only at the decoder. These
results lead to the proposal of a number of video coding
architectures in which video frames are encoded jointly
but decoding is conditioned on the side information avail-
able at the decoder.

An early implementations for DVC is PRISM [49]. PRISM
combines the features of intraframe coding with inter
frame coding compression efficiency. In this implementa-
tion DCT transform is applied to macro-blocks. The blocks
are classified based on their temporal correlations and sub-
sequently either intracoded, syndrome coded or skipped.
At the decoder end, the frame blocks in skip class can be
reconstructed by the collocated blocks in the previously
reconstructed frame. The frame blocks in the intra coding
class are reconstructed by the traditional decoder.
Syndrome encoded blocks are decoded by performing
motion estimation by using CRC bits. The previously
decoded sequences and multiple candidates’ side informa-
tion generation are used for calculating motion estimation.

Stanford architecture was another early proposal pro-
posed around the same time as PRISM [50,51]. In this
architecture the video sequence is divided in Group of
Pictures (GOP) and the first GOP is encoded with H.264
intraframe mode. The rest are encoded using WZ encoding
and subsequently passed through a turbo encoder. At the
decoder side, information is generated using the
motion-compensated interpolation of previously decoded
frames and used in turbo decoding. Another proposed
architecture, DISCOVER builds on the Stanford architecture
and introduces several enhancements [52,37]. Notable
enhancements include motion vector smoothing for SI
generation, rate estimation, virtual channel model and soft
input calculation. Performance of this codec is extensively
profiled and available in [53].

3.3. Compressive sensing

Compressive sensing (CS) theory suggests that a sparse
or compressible signal can be recovered from a small num-
ber of linear and incoherent measurements [54–56].
Numerous methods for video encoding have been pro-
posed in the literature which are based on compressive
sensing. The simplest method encodes videos as a series
of compressed sensed images. Each frame is acquired sep-
arately at the encoder and subsequently reconstructed
individually at the sink. These techniques however, do
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not exploit the temporal correlations between adjacent
frames. Various other techniques have been proposed
which make use of the temporal correlation either for
greater compression [57,58] or enhanced reconstruction
[59].

For enhanced reconstruction, the encoder is kept as
simple as possible while the temporal correlation is
exploited at the receiver during reconstruction. In [59], this
is achieved through reconstruction of the frames in the KLT
basis. Correlation matrix for a macro-block in a given
frame is reconstructed heuristically from a few previously
decoded frames adjacent to the given frame. Other meth-
ods which exploit the temporal correlations during the
decoding process only, typically bank on total variation
minimization [60–62]. Methods which exploit temporal
correlation at the encoder are hybrids of CS based and tra-
ditional video coding schemes. Their complexity at the
transmitting node therefore is typically more than those
based on compressive sensing only. DISCOS presented in
[57] divides a video into I-frames and CS-frames. The
scheme uses standard video compression (such as
MPEG/H.26x intra-encoding) on I-frames. The CS-frames,
however, are encoded using CS through a combination of
both frame-based calculations and block-based
calculations.

The comparison of above mentioned encoding tech-
niques is as follows. DVC implementation i.e. DISCOVER,
outperforms H.264/AVC intracoding, except for scenes
with complex motion. Performance margin is higher for
scenes with low motion. For scenes with simpler motion
structures, DISCOVER matches the performance of
H.264/AVC [37,53]. Compressive video sensing (CVS) tech-
niques provide inferior coding efficiency as compared to
other coding schemes. CVS schemes provide the least com-
plex encoders. Mostly, computations at the encoder
involve measurement vector generation through measure-
ment matrix. DVC schemes also provide low-complexity
encoders as compared to conventional coding schemes,
which employ complex motion estimation at the encoder.
Decoders for CVS and DVC schemes entail most of the com-
plexity. In CVS, iterative algorithms are used to find mini-
mum values for non-linear objective functions. DVC
decoders need to generate side information and perform
FEC decoding. A simple CVS based encoder provides several
advantages for IoMT based energy contained environment.
As mentioned earlier, existing MAC layer protocols support
high data rate for video streaming but consume a lot of
energy. Within an energy budget, a simpler encoder may
leave aside enough energy for transmission protocols with
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Table 4
TCP/ip protocol suite vs IPSO protocol suite.

IP layers Internet protocol
TCP/IP
protocol suite

IP for Smart
Objects (IPSO)
protocol suite

Application layer HTTP, SMTP, FTP, etc. CoAP
Transport layer TCP, UDP UDP
Network layer IPv4, IPv6 6LoWPAN
Link layer Wi-Fi, WiMAX, etc. ZigBee
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high energy demands. Conventionally, there is a trade-off
between error resilience and low encoder complexity
(manipulated by moving to different rate-distortion
points). Fortunately, compressive sensing based tech-
niques provide both these desired features simultaneously.

3.4. Open issues

� IoMT multimedia devices are expected to be low-cost
and tiny, possessing limited memory resources. Thus,
efficient data acquisition methodologies should be
developed which can alleviate the burden on memory
resources.
� Conventionally, the multimedia devices are considered

dumb and all the intelligence is kept on the control cen-
ters. However, embedding low level local intelligence
on small multimedia devices can enable enormous
application in automation and robust system operation.
� The processing power for IoMT multimedia devices is

curbed, therefore the operation of existing multimedia
encoding schemes on these devices is infeasible.
Consequently, computationally less complex encoding
techniques are required, in this matter compressive
sensing based encoding techniques seem like a poten-
tial technology.
� Higher compression of acquired multimedia raw data

needs higher processing resources as a result the trans-
mission bandwidth requirement is relaxed and vice
versa. Therefore, it is a trade off between the level of
compression achieved and the bandwidth requirement.
An interesting issue is to minimizing the processing
overhead which is directly proportional to energy con-
sumption for a given set of bandwidth and compression
requirements.
� Multimedia sensing demands high processing and con-

tinuous data acquisition, which results in higher energy
consumption. Since, the IoMT devices are expected to
be operated on batteries that may not last longer due
to demanding nature of multimedia data. Thus, efficient
energy harvesting procedures need to be devised to
energize sensors and prolong the network lifetime.

4. Reporting and addressability

The transmission of the multimedia content from the
sensor to the application server, typically located in the
Internet cloud, imposes stringent traffic management
requirements as compared to the gathering of data from
scalar sources, especially in terms of the bandwidth, and
reliability [31,32]. Specifically, these requirements are crit-
ical in case of real-time multimedia streaming, which is
continuous in nature and it may or may not be delay toler-
ant depending upon the given application requirement,
e.g., in smart business management or automatic public
security systems.

IoMT paradigm requires communication standards sim-
ilar to HTTP, IP, TCP, etc. However, their direct adaptation
in IoMT is not straight forward, since these protocols are
not designed for energy constrained devices. On one hand,
IoMT multimedia devices are realized as low-cost, battery
powered, low-complexity devices. On the other hand,
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existing protocols consume significant amount of energy
due the redundant data transmission, protocol overheads,
headers transmission, acknowledgement packets exchange
for higher layers to ensure reliability, etc. Since, these com-
munication protocols are not optimized for low-power
communication, thus the adaptation of these mechanisms
is infeasible in their current form and structure.

The current standardization activities to enable
Internet-connectivity to ‘Things’ [63] are not focused to
address the challenges provisioned by the multimedia
communication over IoT. The main obstacles of realizing
IoMT, enabling Internet access to wireless multimedia net-
work devices, are limited available power, limited avail-
able capacity, and heterogeneity of multimedia devices.
In this section, the IoT communication stack is analyzed
and its potential to be adopted for IoMT is reviewed.
Since, multimedia communication pose stringent require-
ments and challenges, that is why some of the protocols
designed for IoT may not be feasible for IoMT. Thereby,
we suggest some potential alternate techniques and proto-
cols which may perform better in supporting multimedia
communication over IoMT.

4.1. IoT communication stack

For low-power communication in IoT, IEEE 802.15.4
[64] is proposed which defines both Physical Layer (PHY)
and Medium Access Control (MAC). The PHY/MAC layers
defined by IEEE 802.15.4 formed the basis of ZigBee 1.0
and later for ZigBee 2006 [65]. The single-channel charac-
teristic of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is unreliable in multi-hop
network scenarios. Therefore, Dust Networks [66] intro-
duced a channel hopping protocol named Time
Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TSMP) [67] to mitigate
multi-path fading. TSMP inspired IEEE 802.15.4e working
group to design a time synchronized channel hopping pro-
tocol, which later integrated into the IEEE 802.15.4 in 2010.
To facilitate Internet connectivity for low-power devices
IETF working groups proposed a set of low-power based
communication protocols i.e. 6LoWPAN [63] as a conver-
gence layer, ROLL RPL [68] as a routing protocol, and
CoAP [69] as an application layer protocol. These protocols,
summarized in Table 4, have been considered as key tech-
nologies in realization of IoT. In the later part of this sec-
tion, the functionalities of each of these protocols are
discussed.

4.1.1. Link layer
The IEEE 802.15.4 [64] provides design specifications

for a low-power Wireless Personal Area Networks
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(WPAN). IEEE 802.15.4 PHY layer uses Offset-Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying (O-QPSK) modulation with Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) to provide 250 kbps
data rate. It also defines 2 MHz wide 16 non-interfering
orthogonal channels, located every 5 MHz between
2.405 GHz and 2.480 GHz. The radio can subjectively send
and receive on any of these channels and is able to switch
channels in less than 192 ls. When a radio sends a packet,
it starts by transmitting a physical preamble for 128 ls to
allow the receiver to lock to its signal. Preamble is followed
by a Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD) to indicate the start of
the physical payload. The first byte of the physical payload
indicates the length of the payload itself. Its maximum
value is 127, which limits the maximum length of a packet
to 128 bytes. Based on SFD and packet length, the receiver
estimates the earliest time after which it can switch off its
radio.

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol proposes two network
topologies i.e. star and mesh topologies. In star topology,
dedicated relay nodes referred as Full Function Devices
(FFDs) are required to forward data from Reduced
Function Devices (RFDs) to Network Coordinator (NC)
node. Whereas, in mesh topology each node is a FFD.
However, in multi-hop networks the FFDs are required to
maintain 100% duty cycle, resulting in lower node/network
life time. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is based on a Time
Synchronized Channel Hopping (TSCH) [64] in which a
node can transmit, or receive, or sleep, according to a
known schedule in a slot-frame structure. A maximum
length packet and an acknowledgement packet can be
transmitted in a slot. While in a sleeping slot, the radio is
switched off to save power. A simple backoff scheme is also
devised to avoid collisions among channel competing
nodes. Moreover, IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH MAC promotes
channel hopping which provides frequency diversity,
thereby the effects of interference and multipath fading
can be mitigated. A ‘manager’ node is responsible for main-
taining the network schedule for each node depending
upon the demand of the nodes. Manger node also draws
a connectivity graph using the neighbors information
received from the network nodes.
4.1.2. Network layer
For smart objects in IoT or IoMT, the IPv6 is recom-

mended due to the exhaustion of IPv4 [33]. However,
enabling IPv6 for resource constraint devices is not straight
forward. For example, minimum MTU (maximum trans-
mission unit) size for IPv6 is 1280 bytes, and without frag-
mentation it cannot be transmitted using 128 bytes
maximum packet size of IEEE 802.15.4. Thus, the IETF
IPv6 over low-power WPAN (6LoWPAN) working group
has defined an adaptation layer in order to compress IPv6
headers and fragmentation of large packets [70]. The adap-
tation layer resides between IP and link layer, in order to
suppress redundant headers as some of the headers infor-
mation can be inferred from other layers and secondly to
fragment large sized packets. The Internet Protocol
Header Compression (IPHC) encoding technique [71]
defined for LoWPAN can compress unique local, global,
and multicast IPv6 addresses up to 2 bytes. Likewise IPv6
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Next Header Compression (IPNHC) encoding technique is
used to compress next headers.

For low-power and lossy link networks (LLNs), an effec-
tive IPv6 routing protocol for Low-Power Lossy Network
(RPL) is proposed by IETF. In RPL, a root device collects data
by coordinating with other devices through multi-hop
routes. Root device creates a Destination Oriented
Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) based on the link costs
and other device attributes, which are weighted using an
objective function according to the requirements. The RPL
protocol determines both the downward and upward
routes between root devices and sensor/actuator devices.
The information of end devices about the Rank, Objective
Function, IDs and so on, is embedded in DODAG
Information Option (DIO) messages. These DIO messages
are shared periodically by devices with their neighbors to
create DODAG and route towards the root device. Using
these DIOs, nodes select a parent device as per implemen-
tation requirements identified by the objective function. In
addition, RPL exploits key network metrics such as: node
energy, hop count, link throughput, latency, link reliability,
and link color, to effectively adapt to the network channel
conditions [72].

4.1.3. Transport layer
The concept of IoT to enable IP connectivity for resource

constraint devices is not realizable over the current higher
layer communication protocols due to their high protocol
overhead. Therefore, much work is going on to possibly
suppress or at least compress the overheads of the trans-
port and application layer data assuring same level of
application experience as enjoyed by the current Internet
devices.

At the transport layer, end-to-end protocol TCP ensures
reliability by providing flow control and congestion con-
trol. However, it comes with additional overhead in terms
of bandwidth efficiency, energy consumption and memory
usage. Although, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) provides
best effort transport with no guarantees of packet delivery,
but retransmission control at the application layer com-
bined with UDP can give an effective tradeoff between
energy efficiency and reliability. Moreover, the UDP head-
ers can be compressed by using LoWPAN NHC [70]. Since,
UDP Length field can be omitted estimating the size from
MAC layer or fragmentation headers, transmitter and
receiver ports may also be omitted if they are the same,
in this way at least UDP header can be compressed up to
2 bytes. Thus, UDP is considered to be more feasible for
IoT based on 6LoWPAN architecture over TCP.

4.1.4. Application layer
The resource constraint LLN devices cannot support tra-

ditional client/server model defined by HTTP, due to the
large pay load size which requires fragmentation for IEEE
802.15.4 devices. Therefore, limiting the packet size at
the application layer is necessary to make its operation
compliant with restrictive lower layers. Thus, the IETF
CORE working group [73] has proposed the Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) [69]. CoAP translates HTTP
for resource constraint devices and this is achieved by mul-
ticast support and reduced overhead. The main features
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Table 5
Comparison of IEEE 802.11, low-power Wi-Fi, and ZigBee [74].

Parameters Standard 802.11 Low-power
Wi-Fi

ZigBee

Max data rate (Kbps) 54,000 54,000 250
Tx energy (nJ/bit) 6 4 300
Rx energy (nJ/bit) 20 15 280
Transmit power (dbm) 18 18 0
Sleep (mW) 400 15 5
Wake-up time (ms) 500–1000 8–50 2

Table 6
Energy and time comparison of 6LoWPAN vs Low-Power Wi-Fi [74].

Parameters 6LoWPAN/ZigBee Low-power Wi-Fi

Data Rate (Kbps) 250 1000 54,000
Packet size (bytes) 1000 1000 1000
Time (ms) 23.61 25.82 16.58
Energy (mJ) 9.17 8.46 1.28
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addressed by CoAP [69] are constrained web protocol,
application layer reliable Unicast or best-effort multicast
support, asynchronous message exchanges, low header
overhead, content-type support, optional resource discov-
ery, among others.

In the HTTP client/server based architecture the end
points have definite roles. However, CoAP is an asyn-
chronous request/response protocol based on a datagram
oriented transport i.e. UDP, where both endpoints act as
clients and servers. The architecture of CoAP is divided in
two layers, a message layer and a request/response layer.
The message layer controls message exchanges over UDP
between two endpoints. ‘Requests’ and ‘Responses’ share
a common message format and are used for reliability
and to detect duplicates. In request/response layer, CoAP
messages carry request and response semantics including
a method code or response code, respectively. Since,
CoAP is implemented over non-reliable transport layer,
thus CoAP messages may arrive out of order, appear dupli-
cated, or be lost without notice.

4.2. Infeasibility of IoT’s communication stack for IoMT

The present IoT protocol stack is defined considering
low-power smart devices that are communicating and
exchanging scalar data that is periodically acquired from
the physical environment. However, the multimedia data
specifically real-time continuous multimedia data is bursty
in nature. Since, the communication requirements of IoMT
have been over looked while designing present IoT proto-
col stack, therefore current IoT communication mecha-
nisms are inadequate for IoMT traffic. These limitations
of IoT communication protocols are discussed in the fol-
lowing part of this section.

The IEEE 802.15.4 based link layer specifies a well
suited trade-off between energy-efficiency, transmission
range, and data rate, which makes it particularly suitable
for small to medium sized WPAN. However, the multi-
media bandwidth requirements are significantly higher
as compared to the offered data rate i.e. 250 kbps. In
case of real-time continuous multimedia communication,
the continuously generated data requires large packet
size so that the bandwidth is utilized efficiently, main-
taining the delay and jitter under the required thresh-
olds. Thus, the IEEE 802.15.4 small MTU size, i.e.
128 Bytes, increases delay and jitter. It also requires frag-
mentation at higher layer which comes with additional
protocol overhead and cost in terms of bandwidth and
energy efficiency.

Furthermore, many off-the-shelf video devices based on
IEEE 802.11 [75] standard have been widely used nowa-
days, due to the higher data rate support. These multime-
dia devices, largely deployed for video surveillance and
monitoring applications, makes Wi-Fi a good candidate
for IoMT if its energy efficiency mechanism is devised com-
parable to IEEE 802.15.4 [64]. Recently, there have been
much interest in designing very low-power IEEE 802.11
devices, for example Qualcomm’s QCA-4002 and
QCA-4004-Qualcomm [12], MICROCHIP’s RN171 [13],
among others. In this low-power Wi-Fi the device’s duty
cycle is decreased to get longer battery lifetime which
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in-turn increases network lifetime. Similarly, the channel
access mechanism is made efficient in terms of bandwidth
utilization. In addition, the hardware designs are opti-
mized to draw minimal current in sleep state.

A comparative study on low-power Wi-Fi, ZigBee and
IEEE 802.11 standard is done in [74], some statistics are
presented in Table 5. IEEE 802.11 standard higher data
rates support can effectively decrease the reception and
transmission time of the packets providing a higher bits
exchange per energy consumed. Thereby, efficient band-
width utilization combined with the power management
system can enable low-power Wi-Fi as a promising com-
munication technology for IoMT. A comparison of
low-power Wi-Fi with 6LoWPAN/ZigBee is shown in
Table 6, for details and more comprehensive analysis
reader is referred to [74]. However, for a detailed
analysis on the energy efficiency and throughput tradeoff
see [76].

The TSCH protocol [64] efficiently exploits multiple
orthogonal channels to allow multiple active links simul-
taneously. When combined with slot-frame structure, this
approach allows nodes to maintain lower duty cycle as
low as 1%. The time slot structure can be inefficient in
terms of bandwidth utilization, when nodes have variable
traffic requirements. Therefore, a MAC protocol for IoMT
is required which provides specific QoS depending upon
the traffic requirements of the nodes. In addition, due to
the continuous traffic nature of multimedia applications,
maintaining a very low duty cycle is hard. Therefore,
additional energy saving techniques should be adopted
maintaining a trade-off between duty-cycling and energy
efficiency while assuring the delay or jitter bounds.

The routing protocol, RPL, used at the network layer is
proactive. The routes are maintained using DIO messages
which are transmitted by each parent node in the network
and the status of an already build link is known through
keep alive messages. It seems that the availability of the
routes can be supportive in providing lower latency or jit-
ter for multimedia traffic. However, it has been
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investigated in [77] that the proactive routing protocols
have sub-optimal performance in multimedia communica-
tion in terms of packet end-to-end delay, overhead per
packet, packet delivery ratio. It is due to the unnecessary
route establishment and maintenance overhead that
wastes bandwidth and energy. An energy efficient RPL
based routing scheme is proposed in [78] which considers
energy efficiency as well as link quality for determining the
routes. Moreover, a cluster based RPL routing protocol is
proposed in [79], which is reported to reduce packet loss
ratio and end-to-end delay. Similarly, such kind of routing
scheme should be devised considering multimedia traffic
requirements. Thus, existing operation of RPL is infeasi-
ble for multimedia traffic and a preferably reactive rout-
ing protocol is needed which considers network
metrics to establish links and yet requires less routing
overhead.

For 6LoWPANs UDP is promoted due to its lower over-
head operation. Further overhead reduction is achieved
using header compression techniques. For multimedia
traffic the UDP is considered more suitable transport layer
protocol particularly for real-time multimedia communi-
cation. To improve multimedia communication, other
transport layer protocols designed on top of UDP could
be used. For example, the Lightweight User Datagram
Protocol (UDP Lite) [80] provides partial checksum as well
as data checksum (only dropping the packet if header is
erroneous). Similarly, the Datagram Congestion Control
Protocol (DCCP) [81] which has slightly larger header size
(12–16 Bytes) as compared to UDP (8 Bytes), nevertheless
it is connection oriented like TCP supporting path MTU,
data checksum, partial checksum, and congestion control,
which makes it more suitable for timing constraint multi-
media application. Multimedia transmission protocols,
Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) and Real-time Control
Protocol (RTCP) [82] facilitate the real-time multimedia
services. RTP provides functionalities for time constraint
applications using time stamp, sequence numbering, and
payload specifications. Whereas, RTCP provides feedback
on the quality of multimedia content delivery. Therefore,
real time streaming protocols are required to initialize ses-
sions and retrieve multimedia content from servers till the
end of the sessions, considering the processing capability
and the buffer size of the user device.

At the application layer, one of the most important
aspects for multimedia applications is decoding of the
compressed multimedia data sent by the multimedia
devices. There is a clear trade-off between the achievable
compression and the encoder/decoder complexity.
Detailed discussion on the operation and limitations of
existing encoding techniques along with the potential
solutions are already discussed in Section 3. From the
above discussion, it can be concluded that the currently
employed communication stack for IoT is infeasible for
multimedia communication in 6LoWPANs in terms of
bandwidth utilization and energy efficiency. In IoMT there-
fore, energy efficient, high data rate supportive and low
overhead communication protocols are required to facili-
tate multimedia traffic, considering acceptable level of jit-
ter, end-to-end delay, latency, etc., over resource
constraint devices in LLNs.
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4.3. Open issues

� One of the most critical challenge for the IoT communi-
cation stack to support multimedia communication is
its higher data rate requirement. IEEE 802.15.4 was
never meant to deal with multimedia traffic, therefore
unlicensed wireless technology providing higher data
rate such as Wi-Fi should be adopted for IoMT.
However, energy efficiency along with QoS support by
Wi-Fi that is devisable to ZigBee is an open challenge.
� Routing protocol is highly flexible and adaptive.

However, proposed routing metrics for route selection
are based on link quality, energy, or path length. For
IoMT new routing metrics should be considered that
may energy efficiently route the multimedia traffic for
specific QoS bounds and requirements.
� In an IoMT system, the end-user devices multimedia

streaming support may be radically different from a
smart phones with a limited cellular bandwidth to a
high-end desktop computer with a high speed broadband
Internet connection. Therefore, real time streaming pro-
tocols are required to initialize sessions and retrieve mul-
timedia content from servers, considering the processing
capability and the Internet bandwidth of the user device.
� In IoMT system, the acquired multimedia video needs to

be encoded using low-complexity encoders to alleviate
the processing and energy consumption overheads from
the multimedia sensing devices. Therein, high compres-
sion can be achieved but then complexity of the decoder
at the end device is radically increases. Therefore, the
trade-off between the compression and complexity at
the sensing device and the complexity of the decoder
needs to be investigated.

5. Multimedia-aware cloud

The IoMT based networks are expected to be deployed
on large scales, thus the massive amount of multimedia
information generated by these networks has to be man-
aged and filtered efficiently in order to support various
IoMT applications and services [83]. Traditionally, a
‘multimedia-aware cloud’ is intended to provide services
for huge data storage and powerful distributed processing
services to the end-user as if the cloud is a super-computer
providing ubiquitous access to the enormous amount of
multimedia content from sensor networks. In IoMT, how-
ever the robustness and fault tolerance, data integration
from heterogeneous devices/networks is also of critical
importance which needs to be investigated [84,85]. For this
reason, along with multimedia content dissemination, pro-
cessing and storage, a multimedia aware-cloud has to
incorporate heterogeneity at various levels including
devices, networks, applications and services. In addition,
the multimedia-aware cloud has to provide applica-
tion/service specific QoS adaptation, in terms of bandwidth
and delay while performing tasks such as storage, delivery,
sharing, submission and retrieval, for enormous number of
heterogeneous end-user devices [84–86]. Consequently, a
‘multimedia-aware middleware’ supporting distinct multi-
media networks seems like a potential solution to address
this heterogeneity issue.
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The integration of cloud with smart things can provide
enormous number of services. For example, the users can
be enabled to ubiquitously access the sensor data from
remote sensor devices as a Sensing as a Service (SaaS)
[87], rule engines can be implemented to control the actu-
ators operation automatically from the cloud as a Sensing
and Actuation as a Service (SAaaS) [88], providing control
to identity and policy management systems Identity and
Policy Management as a Service (IPMaaS) [89], enabling
access to video analyses and streaming of recorded video
content in the cloud Video Surveillance as a Service
(VSaaS) [90].
5.1. Multimedia-aware middleware

The integration of wireless heterogeneous networks, i.e.
WiFi, WiMAX, sensor networks, etc., has attracted lot of
attention of the research community. Supporting multime-
dia traffic over these networks mandates new standardiza-
tion of architectures in the field of communication and
networking. The multimedia-aware middleware has to be
adaptive to enable service provisioning in heterogeneous
multimedia networks for pervasive end-users. Moreover,
the multimedia middleware should also render distinct
multimedia services such as multimedia data aggregation,
reasoning, learning, filtering, recommendation, adaptation,
and delivery [91,92]. Thus, the middleware should acquire
multimedia information from the heterogeneous multime-
dia devices depending upon the application/service
requirements and then multiple multimedia services pro-
cedures operated by the multi-agent system are initiated
on the acquired multimedia content.

The multimedia service procedures enable distributed
data processing on multimedia content coming from
heterogeneous multimedia devices, providing the abstrac-
tion of multimedia devices to multi-agent system for com-
posing distinct multimedia applications/services and
distributed multimedia traffic flow control. Since, the mul-
timedia communication and processing pose application
specific QoS requirements [93]. Thus, the middleware is
required to facilitate the management of network
resources, e.g. efficient bandwidth utilization and
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computational capacity, based on the context information.
Additionally, the multimedia middleware should not only
adapt to the disparity in multimedia content and computa-
tional algorithms, but also deal with the data integration
according to the dynamics of the system environment.

Similarly, multimedia-aware middleware should be
adaptive to support different multimedia services such as
video calling, multimedia streaming, object tracking, con-
tent sharing, and data storage, by enabling various service
components like QoS, mobility, security, tracking, QoE, etc.
Since, the end-user devices can be radically different in
terms of multimedia processing capability and service
specific QoS requirements. Thus, middleware should adapt
to support devices with heterogeneous resources (i.e. CPU,
memory, power, etc.) and enable capabilities like profiling,
accounting, provisioning, etc., for end-users as shown in
Fig. 6. In order to facilitate the specific service require-
ments, the adaptive service components are translated to
some implementation dependent network components
i.e. VHE (virtual home environment), GMLC (gateway
mobile location center), VHE (virtual home environment),
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), RSVP (Resource
Reservation Protocol), MPLS (multiprotocol label switch-
ing), etc. [91,92]. The multi-agent systems provide large
number of application and composite services; however
an end-user may be interested in only a subset of these
services. Thus, user personalization feature is an essential
element of a middleware for fulfilling the end-user appli-
cation requirements and improving the user experience.
Middleware should also provide access of various applica-
tions and services to the mobile users connected via
heterogeneous networks. In addition, efficient end-to-end
translational protocols be devised to present a virtual
abstraction of multimedia sensor devices, so that
multi-agent systems may control these remote devices to
develop services and applications based on their character-
istics and states.
5.2. Object naming services

The multimedia devices need to be identifiable and
addressable through the Internet by distinct IDs such that
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the IDs are unique, scalable, persistent, and reliable. In
order to realize true IoMT architecture, the cloud should
enable the ability to access and control large number of
remote multimedia devices for end-users and
multi-agent systems. Traditionally, IPv4 addressing has
been used to identify group or network of sensor devices
based on their geographical location, yet the individual
identification (naming) and addressability of these devices
was not realizable. Thus, naming scheme for multimedia
devices is an elemental component in IoMT architecture.
Multiple naming schemes have been proposed based on
current Internet architecture i.e. IPv6, Domain Name
System (DNS), uniform resource identifier (URI), Glowbal
IP protocol, etc. Moreover, some schemes for future
Internet design i.e. 6LoWPAN, GS1 Object Name Service
(ONS), Sensor Web Enablement, MobilityFirst, etc., are pro-
posed providing better solutions specifically related to
security and mobility issues.

The location and identity of a device can be revealed by
an IP address up to some extent. On the other hand, URI is
more user friendly than IP address. Therein, a user can
access a device globally using the DNS servers without
the knowledge about its IP address. URI uses both univer-
sal resource locator (URL) as well as universal resource
name (URN) for global accessibility and identification of
a device or web resources’ name. IPv6 supporting 1038

number of addresses [5] seems to meet the demand of
the explosive growth rate of the Internet devices that is
expected to reach 50–100 billion devices by 2020 [94].
To enable IPv6 for low-power PAN, 6LoWPAN is proposed
by the IETF group which allows IPv6 based packet
transmission over IEEE 802.15.4. The 6LoWPAN still comes
with overhead problem and for this reason authors in [94]
proposed a low overhead naming scheme Access
Address/Identifier (AAID). AAID is used by Glowbal IP pro-
tocol to reduce the IPv6 protocol overhead by 22–35 bytes
which increases data space for payload up to 40–60%.
However, Glowbal IP protocol does not provide mobility
support.

GS1 standardization organization has introduced a
naming scheme, ‘Identification Keys’, which uses keys
to globally access the status and location of devices by
employing an Object Name Service (ONS). The ONS
translates the keys into the format that can be under-
stood by the DNS [95]. The ONS system is a feasible
solution as it is globally available and can be integrated
with a DNS system at a little cost. Sensor web enable-
ment (SWE) standards developed a naming scheme,
Sensor Model Language (SensorML), to discover, access
and use the sensor devices via Internet [96]. It uses a
special encoding scheme to access sensor metadata
which contains information about several parameters
i.e. name of the device. Moreover, another futuristic
naming scheme referred as MobilityFirst is proposed in
[97]. MobilityFirst totally replaces the traditional IP
architecture to resolve issues posed by IoT. It uses
Global unique identification (GUID) and Name
Assignment Service (NAS) mechanisms to separate the
device name from network address to provide mobility
services for millions of devices. However, it is immature
and requires more extensive techniques and mechanisms
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to succeed the current solutions for the Future Internet
architecture.

5.3. Digital content naming

Along with the standardization efforts for naming of
multimedia devices, another critical functionality of a
multimedia-aware cloud is digital content naming in order
to manage the huge amount of multimedia content. Digital
content naming in general is addressed in various research
studies since the last decade, and more specifically the nam-
ing of multimedia content has gained special attention such
as [98,99], among others. Digital object identifiers (DOI) are
digital identifiers used to identify any digital content along
with its metadata about that digital content which may
include URL, referring to the location of that digital content.
DOI is standardized by International DOI Foundation (IDF)
in 2001. In past, similar standardization effort is carried
out by ISO for unique identification of music videos and/or
sound recording, by naming the multimedia content with
an International Standard Recording Code (ISRC).

In case of multimedia content, MPEG-21 multimedia
framework [100] provides a method for digital item identi-
fication (DII). The DII method uses existing identification
schemes, such as DOI and ISRC, for unique identification
of multimedia content globally. MPEG-21 digital item com-
prises of an elemental piece of multimedia content which
may range from a simple image or sound-track to a more
complex high definition video content. It consists of multi-
media content itself, known as a resource, the metadata
about resource such as MPEG-7 which provides content
management and description facilities, and a standard
structure which provides relationship among various
resources. The digital item declaration (DID) and digital
item identification (DII) methods are considered as struc-
tured entities and these methods are developed consider-
ing their compatibility with existing digital data
identification schemes. Therefore, they can be utilized for
unique identification of multimedia content in an environ-
ment where heterogeneous devices and network are
deployed. Moreover, to meet this challenge of seamless
universal multimedia content (which may exist in multiple
coding formats) across heterogeneous networks and/or
devices, MPEG-21 framework also specifies the multimedia
adaptation mechanism, referred as digital item adaptation
(DIA) [101]. DIA provides description tools and formats for
the adaptation of digital items in terms of QoS manage-
ment, bitstream adaptation, resource adaptation, etc., so
as to meet the end user requirements and to enable
inter-operability among various vendors.

5.4. Data storage

The IoMT paradigm mandates the need of scalable stor-
age infrastructure development and deployment, whereby
massive amount of data, its context and meta-data can be
stored along with the analytical tools required by
end-users for comprehension and cognition of this overall
data. Thereby, a multimedia-aware cloud should support
different type of QoS requirements as per user and various
types of multimedia content. The storage centers should
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not only provide scalability and accessibility but also pro-
vide means of indexing and categorization of massive data
as per the end-users’ requirements. Moreover, a key chal-
lenge is the integration of this storage infrastructure with
other cloud components such as computational infrastruc-
ture, middleware, and multi-agent systems [5]. This issue
is further extended by the growing security and privacy
issues with the ubiquitous increase in sensor devices,
diversity of applied services/applications and user
profiling.

The fundamental task for data storage in
multimedia-aware cloud is data reliability and security.
Data security has various elemental challenges such as
data privacy, confidentiality and authenticity, to mitigate
increasing security threats such as identity theft, identity
defamation, security breach, propaganda, and data forget-
ting and infringement [102]. The pervasive nature of wire-
less technology has further multiplexed and diversified the
security vulnerabilities. The notion of IoT and ubiquitous
presence of multimedia devices (i.e. surveillance cameras
or sensors) and cloud computing have strengthen the sig-
nificance of data security. Consequently, in recent years
numerous solutions have been proposed [103,104] to mit-
igate these challenges. However, the diverse nature of
cloud computing and wireless communication still needs
to be investigated. The key challenges include scalability,
energy consumption and standardization of current solu-
tions together with their enforcement methods in hetero-
geneous environment, re-definition of privacy policies
and access rights.

Authorization of stored multimedia data, its corre-
sponding access and privacy policies mandates the need
of object tracking along with redefinition of constraints
to give data rights to specific set of users. Data protection
methods may include various strategies such as random-
ization and suppression of data [105] to guarantee anon-
ymity of information while storing it at cloud; and
additionally to keep the secure identification of various
records. A typical example include surveillance and moni-
toring cameras are capturing a traffic violation or a robbery
event and immediately criminal records of the accused
person is required to be cross-examined at cloud based
servers. Since, the criminal record stored at multimedia
aware-cloud is sensitive data, the situations demands data
storage algorithms and security methodologies to work
concurrently for the efficient and reliable retrieval of infor-
mation out of data streams. Similarly, designation of trust
authority has become increasingly challenges with the
growing trends of keeping the sensitive data in cloud
based servers. Device-to-device communication and
device-to-human interaction entails the need to fulfill
interoperability requirements along with the standardiza-
tion of these procedures. In this regard, the inter-device
trust relationship establishment and its exchange among
humans or devices is another pre-requisite, especially
when these devices are assumed to take decisions them-
selves. Consequently, a new security framework is there-
fore essential that will be able to leverage all the
aforementioned security issues and challenges.
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5.5. Data processing

With the advancement of Web 2.0 and 3.0, the multi-
media rich content, i.e. audio and/or video or images, is
increased radically and poses new challenges to provide
capability to search, edit and process multimedia content.
To carry out such computational intensive applications
and services to millions of end-users simultaneously, mas-
sive amount of storage as well as computational resources
are required. In most of the scenarios in IoMT, the multi-
media sensor devices are expected to be low powered,
with limited memory and processing capability. Thus, in
order to mitigate the overhead of installation and mainte-
nance of multimedia softwares, the multimedia-aware
cloud should enable users to carry out storage and process-
ing tasks in a distributed manner and eliminate the
requirement of complete software installation on
end-user devices [84].

In traditional multimedia networks, the multimedia
raw content such as video is compressed once while
recording and decompressed every time it is played back,
mandating complex encoders and simpler decoders.
However, we have to alleviate both the processing over-
head at sensing devices and decoding overhead at low
power mobile users connected via wireless gadgets, by
shifting it towards the multimedia-aware cloud. This
can be achieved by simplifying the encoders by making
them computationally less complex. Consequently, the
complexity will be shifted towards the decoder present
at the cloud which has powerful computation resources.
Further, to facilitate mobile and low power end-user
devices, the multimedia content which is intended to
be delivered should be re-encoded at cloud in such a
way that the decoder at end-user devices can operate
with limited utilization of resources (i.e. complex enco-
der and simple decode technique). In prior research
work, server-based computing such as content delivery
networks (CDN) are proposed which address the issues
like latency and bandwidth constraints to provide QoS
to the end-users [106]. Some popular CDN include;
Youtube Akamai’s CDN, Limelight Networks, among
others. Similarly, a peer to peer (P2P) multimedia com-
puting architecture enables workload distribution among
peers in a distributed manner.

The proposed multimedia-aware cloud architecture
aspires to capitalize on traditional CDN infrastructure,
whereby servers are deployed at the edge of cloud, not
only for multimedia content delivery but also for process-
ing of data in order to reduce latency and delay along with
the bandwidth maximization. High performance comput-
ing is achieved by accomplishing processing of multimedia
content of similar types and related to particular user in a
distributed parallel manner. Thus, to reduce computational
cost and workload, various tasks of similar types are car-
ried out at single edge-server while tasks of different users
can be allocated to several servers in a parallel fashion.
Therefore, the multimedia-aware cloud truly envisions
both distributed and parallel computing methodologies
to realize IoMT paradigm.
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5.6. Open issues

The services provided by existing cloud servers are
either limited to simple device management system and
sensor data logging, or massive data storage and process-
ing services. However, the cloud services required for
IoMT are not yet addressed in the prior studies. A short
summary of the major requirements expected from a
IoMT supportive cloud are as follows:

� Enable service provisioning and render distinct multi-
media services and applications.
� Provide the abstraction of heterogenous multimedia

devices to the multi-agent system in order to compose
distinct multimedia applications/services.
� Provide context information based management of net-

work resources, e.g. efficient bandwidth utilization and
computational capacity.
� Provide user personalization feature to fulfill end-user

application requirements and improved user
experience.
� Object naming services to uniquely identify and address

massive number of devices. This service should be scal-
able, persistent, and reliable.
� Owing to the dynamic change in access and authoriza-

tion roles at run-time, which are in turn being
employed on variable and dynamic multimedia data
streams, the existing customary solutions lack the rig-
orous requirements posed by multimedia data retrieval
in real-time and in a flexible manner.

6. Multi-agent systems

In previous section, we discussed the resources and
functionalities of a multimedia-aware cloud to facilitate
the QoS requirements of multimedia based services and
applications. Subsequently, these resources should be uti-
lized in optimal manner to achieve the objectives of the
distributed, multimedia IoMT applications at the desired
overall QoE while composing and integrating heteroge-
neous services. This foster the need of ‘cloud-aware multi-
media systems’ that can dynamically perform
functionalities such as service composition, data mining
and analytics, content sharing and delivery, and rendering
and retrieval. To optimally utilize, combine, map, schedule,
coordinate various resources provided by the cloud,
researchers have recently proposed agent-based cloud
computing [107,108].

Agents are autonomous computer programs/software
working independently to accomplish a specific objective
while fulfilling the definite design constraints and require-
ments. For example, two or more agents may cooperate to
achieve a common objective of composing a service while
satisfying the constraint of utility maximization [109]. A
multi-agent system consists of number of independent,
cooperating, and communicating agents that respond to
some event(s) according to the user demands. In a
multi-agent system, the agents organize, optimize, and
configure themselves with the help of interacting, negoti-
ating, and collaborating with each other. Multi-agents are
suitable software components for independently handling
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the cloud functionalities. For example, the multi-agent sys-
tem makes decisions according to the appropriate set of
demands by users, depending upon the available resources
and current service obligations [110]. In addition, multiple
offered services can be combined to form a unified virtual
service for the users. Similarly, multi-agent systems can
also compose services upon request, therein user have to
provide the detail about the functionality of the service
and the user device characteristics. Therefore, it is asserted
that the multimedia-aware multi-agent system can effi-
ciently anticipate the cloud-aware multimedia perspective.
It is noteworthy that although the multi-agent systems are
discussed separately, yet they are an integral part of the
multimedia-aware cloud. In the specific context of IoMT,
the multi-agent systems should be deployed to implement
the following functionalities: service composition, data
mining and analytics, content sharing and delivery.
Table 7 shows the major requirements that result from
the use-cases described in Section 3, which then become
objectives of the three identified functionalities.
6.1. Service composition

In recent research studies, the multi-agent systems are
used for dynamic and automated service composition at
the cloud. Since, multi-agents can conveniently manage
cloud resources, i.e. storage and computation resources,
thus service composition tasks, for example integration of
various homogeneous and heterogeneous services, can be
easily regulated and taken care of. The critical issue for
multimedia based services is to compose and customize
services according to the user preferences, device capabil-
ities, QoS, and QoE requirements of the consumers. This
involves both the division of complex services and aggre-
gation of simpler ones into a composite service. In addi-
tion, multimedia service composition in dynamic
environments demands context awareness at multiple
levels including user-context, device-context, cloud
resource-context, network-context and service-context.
Consequently, lot of services are built on the multimedia
data coming from heterogeneous multimedia networks
and these services are provided to the users with distinct
devices connected via heterogeneous networks according
to the dissimilar QoS and QoE requirements. While consid-
ering heterogeneity at various levels, multiple services can
be built on the basis of the same or different multimedia
content [111].

Multimedia information as well as the scaler sensed
data can be utilized to compose customized services and
applications. This allows the reusability of the functionali-
ties provided by the existing sensor infrastructures. The
process of selection, filtration, allocation, and composition
of the services is dependent upon the capacity of user
device and network characteristics. Multi-agents carry
out these tasks while considering the available resources
of specific user and also schedule, allocate, and manage
the cloud resources efficiently to support millions of users
accessing the cloud at the same time. The concepts of
self-service provisioning, on demand rental services, quan-
titative and qualitative services are considered to be
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Table 7
Multi-agent systems requirements for use-cases considered in Section 7.

Use-cases Service composition Multimedia data mining & analytics Content sharing and delivery

Ecosystem of everyday things Combination of more flows, Transcoding
flows from different sources

Analysis of traffic conditions N/A

Smart business management
and marketing

Mapping of customer traffic flows,
Scheduling alerts based on multimedia
flows

Identification of people actions Delivery of alerts/multimedia data
to interested customers

Behavioral interpretation
systems

Flow coordination for object tracking,
Transcoding flows from different
sources

Understanding people actions,
Identification of objects

Streaming of video content to
monitoring centers

Telemedicine Coordination of multimedia flows,
Interaction of flows with sensor data

Understanding people actions Sharing of medical record (X-ray
images, ultrasound, etc.) or live
monitoring

Smart societal interaction Integration of flows with social
websites, Composition of various web
services at cloud

Understanding people interaction,
Analysis and integration of social
web data

Sharing of multimedia content of
user interest

Automated public security Combination and coordination of flows,
Transcoding flows from different
sources

Identification of dangerous
situations

Streaming of video content to
monitoring centers, hospitals, etc.
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essential features of cloud which provide a consolidated
platform for multimedia content based applications.

The multimedia content in IoMT application is used to
present a geographical area that can be both outdoor and
indoor environments. Depending upon the application
requirements the sensors, including both multimedia and
non-multimedia, can be placed in the vicinity of the area
of interest in order to acquire visual and scaler informa-
tion. As shown in Table 7, the information sensed from
the environment can undergo different procedures like it
can be presented to the humans/users; different multime-
dia flows may also be combined to present the best view of
an area; the multimedia data arriving at the cloud can be in
different formats and thus it should be transcoded appro-
priately; the multimedia data coming from heterogeneous
devices may also be merged and application specific ana-
lytics can be applied; the information form scaler sensor
nodes can be used to trigger the operation of multimedia
devices. These are some of the examples where different
multimedia services can be composed by the managing
the scaler as well as the multimedia data in the IoT. For
example, a gun shot sensor device may trigger high quality
video recording in a vicinity and based on the notification
alerts generated by this sensor various analytical processes
can be initiated on the acquired visual information from
the multimedia sensors. Similarly, the humans can be noti-
fied about the events of interest by simply forwarding the
sensing data (video stream) or they may be inquired about
any response strategy requiring an approval (reporting the
event to competitive authority). Thus, the multi-agents
need to compose and devise an efficient, scalable, and flex-
ible service orientation framework which can encounter all
these aspects.

6.2. Multimedia data mining and analytics

Multimedia data mining relates to the procedures that
are used to extract concealed and beneficial information
patterns from a large group of multimedia data, to give it
an understandable context based representation. Due to
the unstructured nature of multimedia content, the
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useful semantic information extraction and knowledge
discovery from large multimedia databases is difficult.
Considering different multimedia data types, i.e. image,
text, audio, video, graphics, etc., the analysis and trans-
formation of multimedia data, in order to compare and
extract meaningful links, is a challenging task [112].
Moreover, the spatial and temporal diversity in various
multimedia data types mandates the need of coordina-
tion among multiple independent entities (agents) to
employ sophisticated artificial intelligence based tech-
niques and algorithms. Therein, the multi-agents have
to interact and apply different strategies to satisfy cer-
tain application specific objective functions to make
sense of the collected information and learned knowl-
edge by multimedia data mining.

Once the desired multimedia content is collected, the
cloud based multimedia data analytics processes are
applied on it by using various centralized and distributed
algorithms. It carries multiple aspects such as multimedia
content characteristics, processes applied on the multime-
dia content (i.e. image processing, facial recognition, object
detection), information about multimedia sensor devices,
and analytical models and multimedia content sharing.
The multimedia content coming from devices from differ-
ent networks has to be aggregated and condensed in a ben-
eficial manner to efficiently utilize the power and storage
resources. In order to facilitate the end-users,
multi-agents use data analytics tools and algorithms to
analyze the acquired/stored multimedia content, to make
sense of this data and to take intelligent decisions as per
the services and applications requirements. Number of
applications in IoMT paradigm demand distinct QoS per-
formance, thus the flexible and dynamic data analytics
tools and platforms are foreseen in near future.

Analysing the use-cases presented in Section 7, we can
highlight different tasks that need effective multimedia
data analytics tools. These are mostly related to the identi-
fication and understanding of people actions. These tasks
should be performed both online (for a proper reaction)
and offline (to prepare the systems for a more rapid online
reaction).
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6.3. Content sharing and delivery

Multimedia content sharing and its delivery is one of
the salient features of the cloud. The traditional data shar-
ing mechanism involves both the clients to be in an active
state during the process. In addition, the multimedia con-
tent imposes strict bandwidth and QoS restrictions.
However, the cloud enables one-to-many data sharing
capability by allowing the clients to upload data to the
cloud while the receiving clients can simply access it any-
time and anywhere, as the cloud is active all the time. Due
to the availability of storage clusters deployed in different
geographical locations, the cloud has the potential to pro-
vide better bandwidth utilization, QoS and QoE.
Moreover, to maximize the cloud resource utilization, the
agents in the cloud can cooperate and negotiate with each
other in order to maintain load-balancing and multimedia
service operations among multiple servers. To manage
huge multimedia content coming from large number of
multimedia acquisition devices, two important functions
at the cloud are data authoring and data mashup. As the
name suggests, data authoring involves modification and
editing of different multimedia objects (segments) of the
acquired multimedia content. Whereas, the mashup proce-
dure combines the acquired multimedia content in the
form of objects from various sources into a unitary entity.
These functions operate according to the resource manage-
ment obligations or in order to facilitate specific services
and applications.

The multimedia data may be destined either to data
analytics tools (as described in the previous section) or to
various kinds of user devices, such as smart phones, TVs,
and laptops, that may be connected to the cloud via hetero-
geneous networks with distinct communication conditions
in terms of bandwidth, jitter, and delay. In the later case,
multi-agent systems should also employ multimedia con-
tent adaptation [113] techniques while delivering data as
per user obligations. For multimedia adaptation, the offline
transcoding at the sensor devices is not feasible in
real-time multimedia traffic, e.g. telemedicine and public
security. Therefore, multimedia adaptation is proposed to
be carried out at the resource rich cloud, an example is
the Microsoft Azure platform’s ‘cloudcoder’. However, the
multimedia adaptation comes with increased storage
requirements and adaptability issues for dynamic network
conditions to improve QoE. For example, in a single-layer
and multi-layer video content, the adaptation operation
is significantly distinct based on user device and network
characteristics. A single-layer video may undergo changes
in its frame rate, bit rate, resolution. Whereas, in
multi-layer video the adaptation process may truncate
the high definition layers to facilitate better QoE to the user
depending upon its network conditions. This process is
also known as scalable video coding, in which video quality
is varied as per the user device and network scenarios.

6.4. Open issues

� Previously, multi-agent systems have only been consid-
ered for IoT systems. However, multimedia based ser-
vices require critical composition and customization
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as per the user preferences, device capabilities, QoS,
and QoE.
� Formation of context aware multimedia service compo-

sition methods is also of great importance. Thereby, the
context awareness at multiple levels including
user-context, device-context, cloud resource-context,
network-context and service-context, can be
categorized.
� Another open issue for multi-agent systems is to design

self-service provisioning, on demand rental services,
quantitative and qualitative services multimedia con-
tent based applications.
� Multi-agents should be able to compare and extract

meaningful information from different types of multi-
media content and apply different strategies to satisfy
certain application specific objective functions.
� Multimedia adaptation mechanisms need to be devised

which can adapt to the distinct user device and network
characteristics.

7. IoMT applications and use-cases

Heterogeneity of multimedia sensors, ubiquitous con-
nectivity, QoS and QoE requirements, cloud based analysis
and autonomous reaction approaches constitute the key
characteristics of IoMT. Leveraging cloud based resources
to process video analytics, cameras can be the most intel-
ligent IoT sensors. IoMT-enabled state of the art analytics
and video surveillance systems can be transformed from
a cost center for businesses to actually driving operational
savings and delivering real return on investments besides
providing superior security control. Deployment of cam-
eras in an IoT setup would fulfill its full potential when
accompanied with the ability to automatically glean
actionable information from the visual streams, which
could then be exchanged with other things when appropri-
ate, eventually leading to some action taken by the things
autonomously with rare human involvement. The bottom
line is keeping human involvement in the entire process
down to a viable minimum. Since, the multimedia content
especially video data is extremely rich in information.
Thus, advanced video analytics enables extraction of vari-
ous kinds of information from a single video stream which
would otherwise require a plurality of sensors. Object and
motion detection, facial recognition, number plate identifi-
cation, situational and acoustic awareness, video search
and forensic analysis, counting applications, intrusion
and virtual line/gate crossing detection, theft detection
are some of the features that can be extracted from video
streams. A few possible use-cases of IoMT are as follows.

7.1. Ecosystem of everyday things

A scenario of IoT with ‘multimedia things’ in everyday
routine can be along these lines. You were scheduled to
attend a meeting early morning. The meeting got delayed
by 20 min. The scheduler (a simple computing device with
Internet access) at the office informs your scheduler at
home about the delay. Your scheduler also communicates
with the car’s navigation system, which in turn sends the
route information to the multimedia-aware cloud for
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traffic information. With the help of multiple video sensors
along the route, the multi-agent system analyzes the traffic
and route statistics. It is informed that it has been raining
all night and one of the main roads along the route is inun-
dated causing a traffic jam. The navigation system recalcu-
lates the traveling time along a different route and informs
the scheduler that you should leave 15 min earlier than
usual. The scheduler thus delays the alarm by 5 min and
signals the coffee maker to turn on 5 min later as well. It
also signals the car to start in 10 min in order to warm
up the engine beforehand in the cold or damp weather.
7.2. Behavioral interpretation systems

Recently, behavioral analytics based on multimedia
content has emerged as an advantageous technique.
Unusual behavior in the video streams can be automati-
cally determined and autonomous reactive procedures,
i.e. warnings are issued. For example, a truck of disallowed
dimensions or a vehicle traveling in the wrong direction
can be identified and alerts can be generated. Behavioral
analytics has many applications, from industrial manufac-
turing where a tank containing toxic substance when starts
vibrating unusually can be detected or smoke/fire can be
visualized especially in open areas such as parking lots,
where smoke detectors are ineffective. Video information
can be utilized for traffic management as well. It can help
in evaluating traffic patterns, making prediction and hence
better congestion control. People dropping off suspicious
items in crowded places or trying to abandon their cars
near security checkpoints instead of un-boarding normally
can be distinguished. Videos can be integrated with other
sensors for monitoring and tracking erosion of sand banks
over seasons. IoMT can tremendously enhance the capabil-
ities of the traditional surveillance and security systems.
Object detection, facial recognition and theft detection or
object displacement detection are some of the features
useful for superior security. A few application scenarios
Wireless link

Public safety department

Active radio interface

Camera sensing area

Video camera node

Private property

Trespassing
detected

Fig. 7. Behavioral interpretation bas
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are depicted in Fig. 7. Traditionally, the events are identi-
fied by streaming video content to a control center where
a person is required to monitor any unusual behavior.
Conversely, in smart multimedia networks the behavioral
analytics can be done at smart camera nodes to interpret
the event and appropriate reactive approaches can be exe-
cuted such as reporting to a public safety department, trig-
gering alarms to notify the responsible personnel, calling
for medical or other types of assistance.
7.3. Telemedicine

IoMT paradigm can enhance the applicability of teleme-
dicine and bring valuable advancement in the
tele-healthcare technologies especially for rural areas.
The technological solutions envisioned within IoMT can
be specifically more beneficial for under-developed coun-
tries. As a case study, real-time monitoring of patients liv-
ing in a remote town is realizable using smart multimedia
devices. Doctors can be provided with an early and easy
access to remote patient’s medical history stored at the
multimedia-aware cloud. On the other hand, patients can
get the access to specialized doctors of particular treat-
ments in a rapid and cost effective manner. Sensing devices
can be employed to detect pollution level or a contagious
disease by retrieving information from a remote environ-
ment or habitat. Sensors technologies which have already
enabled the remote monitoring of patients can be compli-
mented by multimedia camera nodes to deliver a real-time
map of patients’ everyday routine and proactive feedback
and reminders can be sent. In case of any indescribable
health problem, a disable or elderly patients can be kept
under eye and accordingly be advised to take necessary
precautionary measures. Similarly, in another scenario,
the patients under observation in a hospital can be exam-
ined by doctors from a remote location via multimedia
devices. Data collected from these patients can enable
doctors to identify any indication of upcoming severe
Fall

detected
Larceny

detected
Violence

detection
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event so that necessary action may be taken
pre-determinedly. It also facilitates the process of decision
making such as a patient with higher risk should be given
more priority while scheduling a treatment-list by the doc-
tors. A few application scenarios are depicted in Fig. 8.

7.4. Smart societal interaction

The ideas of smart communities and social interactions,
a hot topic in current research, can be given a new dimen-
sion in the presence of IoMT multimedia devices. The soci-
etal and communal impact of the multimedia devices is
huge and the increase in offered functionalities enabled
by multimedia sensor devices is reshaping
people-to-people interaction, people-to-device interaction
and inter-devices interaction. A possible scenario of IoMT
in the context of social community is interaction of multi-
media devices that capture two persons who are traveling
in a close near-by location and may be interested in having
a lunch at some fast food place. Smart multimedia devices,
while interacting with social media and networking web-
sites, intelligently learn that these two people are friends
and thus inform them on their smart phones that they
are in near-by location and potentially hangout with each
other. Furthermore, multimedia multi-agents can collect
and integrate social media information about these two
persons and suggest them about some social event,
near-by shopping mall, a cinema theater or any other
activities of their interest.

7.5. Smart business management and marketing

In business management and marketing, the decision
making can be made smarter and timely with the help of
modern video analysis techniques. When events with
operational implications occur, the businesses can be
alerted. These alerts can be delivered on smart phones of
the relevant personnel or to the operation center making
timely reactions possible. For instance, consider a retailer’s
place where customers are entertained based on their
patient with body sensors
Remote observation of

Doctor and patient
Video streaming between

Cloud to
patients me

Remote patient monitoring

Real-time statistics observation

Fig. 8. IoMT application scen
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profile to offer intelligent services. Customers can be iden-
tified by their cars‘ registration number with the help of
smart cameras. When a loyal customer with some disabil-
ity arrives in the parking lot, the nearest staff member can
be located and an alert can be dispatched to her smart-
phone so that she can welcome and assist the customer.
Similarly, some other relevant implications are as follows:
(i) service personnel can be instantly alerted when queues
are formed at the checkout, (ii) customer statistics can be
gathered and their behaviors can be gauged, (iii) the num-
ber of customers can be counted, average amounts of time
spent looking at a certain product can be understood and
traffic flow maps within a store can be generated. These
patterns can be used to determine the most sought out
products and efficacy of product displays. Over time this
information can be collected for more informed resource
allocation, product displays and promotions, (iv) crowd
fluctuations on daily, weekly and monthly basis can be
monitored and staff duties can accordingly be assigned.
Discrepancies can therefore be automatically identified
and promptly reported.
7.6. Automated public security

In the IoMT world video streams can enable the public
safety and one of the possible scenario is depicted in
Fig. 9. A shot has been fired by a person in a crowded
street. Audio analysis of the sound by the cameras in the
vicinity of the shooter would enable the detection of gun-
shots. To provide rapid medical assistance to the victim,
the smart multimedia devices deployed in the vicinity
can detect the happening of a unusual event. The incident
information is reported to a nearby hospital which in turn
dispatches the ambulance right away. The doctors are
facilitated to visualize the real-time video streaming from
the incident, hence improving the medical response time.
Simultaneously, the shooter would be identified amongst
the crowd and his motion would be predicted. Based on
the direction of motion of the shooter, camera controller
will inform the next cameras in the path of the shooter
observing patients and

 store
dical history 

Doctor monitoring and advicing 
patient from remote location

Doctor at central hospital

reviewing medical reports

arios in telemedicine.
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to adjust their resolution and orientation. The controller
will contact the nearest law enforcement patrol and con-
tinuously update the location of the shooter on the patrol’s
navigation. Meanwhile, the controller will transmit the
facial information to identity database, police and medical
databases so that his identification, past criminal record
and medical history can be checked. The navigation on
the patrol will communicate with the traffic signals to con-
trol the flow of traffic to avoid any interruptions in their
movement.

8. Conclusion

Internet of Multimedia Things represents a specialized
subset of Internet of Things, enabling the integration and
cooperation among heterogeneous multimedia devices
with distinct sensing, computational, and communication
capabilities and resources. A multimedia-aware cloud
combined with the multi-agent systems can help design
prodigious multimedia services and applications. As com-
pared to IoT, the realization of IoMT rather has some addi-
tional challenges and stringent requirements. The current
task group activities for IoT do not mandate the features
of multimedia things, thus leaving a gap to benefit from
IoMT paradigm. This survey presents the vision of IoMT,
highlight its unique characteristics in contrast to IoT, and
identify the major challenges and requirements in order
to realize the IoMT. Considering these technical specifica-
tions of IoMT, the feasibility of the already proposed com-
munication stack for IoT is discussed. In addition, the
multimedia content processing at resource constraint
multimedia devices in IoMT is analyzed. The solutions to
the processing/computational issues are provided by intro-
ducing the notion of multimedia-aware cloud combined
with multi-agent systems for IoMT architecture. Lastly,
some applications and use-cases of IoMT are discussed to
further clarify and help make understand the research
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community about the true potential of IoMT. This is the
first paper to introduce IoMT paradigm and architecture
to identify its issues and obligations. We believe that sub-
stantial standardization efforts are needed to address the
open issues in order to realize true potential of IoMT.
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